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Student Executions New Norm 
Under Dictatorial Smoking Policy

       Emergency rooms across the U.S. have been inundated this week by patients seeking 
treatment for moderate to severe frostbite after completing what has been called the “Dry 
Ice Bucket Challenge.” Inspired by last month’s ALS Ice Bucket Challenge, which was 
created to raise awareness of  Lou Gehrig’s disease, the Dry Ice Bucket Challenge asks its 
participants to dump a bucket of  solid carbon dioxide pellets over their heads in support 
of  those suffering from bovine spongiform encephalopathy, also known as “Mad Cow 
Disease.” 

        Like the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge, the Dry Ice Bucket Challenge is spread through 
participants “challenging” their friends after completing the challenge themselves, usu-
ally on video. While most challengers give those challenged the alternative of  donating 
between ten and fifty dollars to the Institute for Mad Cow Disease Research nearly all of  
those we interviewed admit that that option is “for pussies.”

        “Like, if  you do the challenge and donate, that’s chill,” said Artemis Johannson, 18, 
from his bed in the (understandably underfunded) Atlanta Medical Center burn unit.  
“But you can’t just donate, you know? Unless you’re, like, 75 or something. That makes 
some sense. I mean, you’re still probably a pussy, but...yeah...OW! SHIT!” (At this point, 
Johannson attempted to laugh, cracking a green-gray shard of  face-ice and causing his lip 
to start bleeding.) 

        Unfortunately for participants like Johannson, dry ice has a standing temperature 
of  -109.3 degrees fahrenheit, and, generally causes burn-like damage to any skin it comes 
into contact with for more than a few seconds. While most of  the approximately 15 
million participants have walked away from the challenge cold but relatively unscathed, at 
least one fourth of  them have reported injuries ranging from tingling and numbness to...
well…things I won’t mention in a family publication.

        To date, the IMDCR has received $7,515.07 in donations from Dry Ice Bucket Chal-
lenge participants, a quantity their PR director, Mandy Ellison, insists is “definitely good, 
yeah. Like, we can do...something with that. For sure.”
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        While many of  you had fulfilling summer jobs or otherwise productive endeavors, I spent the bulk 
of  my summer break catching up on various TV series, movies, and other artifacts of  cultural media. To 
ensure that my dedicated bingewatching efforts have not been in vain, I have decided to publish a critical 
review of  a different piece of  media every week in the Pamphlette. I will try to keep the reviews free of  
major plot spoilers, so that your indulgence in my supreme opinions shall not deter you from going forth and 
experiencing the show on your own time (ha! like you have any!).

        My first installment will focus on the Canadian drama Orphan Black. (Not to be 
confused with Orange is the New Black, although both shows involve a bunch of  women 
getting fucked over by a sketchy institution.) But yeah! Organ Crack! It’s about clones! The 
lead actress portrays around six characters, all genetically identical but wildly varying in 
personality. She’s so talented that I’m pretty sure she’s actually a chameleon raised in Cirque 
du Soleil. Did I mention the accents? I honestly can’t even guess how she normally speaks. 
Anyway, let’s talk Clone Club. Here’s my take on this wonderful show, Mormon Quack.

(Some Of) The Characters:

Sarah - Raised in foster care in England and now prowling the streets of  Toronto, Sarah 
does not fuck around. You do not want to get on her bad side. She’s like a mother tiger, al-
ways looking out for her young daughter. If  you threaten her she’ll probably sneak into your 
house in the middle of  the night and hide in your closet with a crossbow or something. 

Felix - Sarah’s foster brother, a flamboyantly gay artist. So unwaveringly loyal and support-
ive, you could probably replace him with a Labrador retriever and nobody would notice.

Beth - Actually-Sarah-pretending-to-be-Beth is trying to solve too many problems at once 
and should just get out of  there.

Cosima - A cute lesbian scientist. Need I say more? If  Cosima’s not your favorite character 
we probably can’t be friends.

Allison - A bitchy suburban soccer mom. She’s annoying. But I won’t hate -- the poor 
woman has trust issues, and other issues. 

Helena - Mysterious! *cue sp00py incidental music* She’s got Shakira hair and her back-
ground involves a sketchy Ukrainian religious sect. What are her true motives, besides eating 
every packet of  mustard she can get her hands on?
 
(Some Of) The Plot:

        In the first season of  Gordon’s Whack, Sarah finds out that she has some genetically 
identical “sisters” and begins to investigate why the hell they even exist. Like, damn, that 
would be pretty depressing, not understanding where I came from. Especially if  it turned 
out to be a science experiment connected to a secretive institute, and that there were still 
people watching my every move as if  I were a lab rat. And that the clones were gradually 
suffering from an unknown fatal illness. I shouldn’t tell you any more details, and I know 
this sounds horribly painful, but I promise it’s a really fun show with plenty of  funny 
moments! I mean, what can go wrong when you have a bunch of  clones running around 
pretending to be each other and getting into loads of  trouble? Hell, if  I had a clone, maybe 
I could actually get all my work done in a reasonable time frame.

        In the second season of  Portion Pack, some more crazy shit goes down as Sarah and 
the others find out more about their origins and the organization’s intentions. The C-words 
(don’t call them that) grow closer, even as their lives (*cough*Allison*cough*) all pretty 
much go to shit.

Is Your Fave Problematic?:

        Dolphin Stack has white characters and is therefore evil. Actually though, it’s pretty 
great. There’s LGBT representation (there actually is a transgender clone, although he only 
appears in one episode), characters from various ethnic backgrounds, and even one or two 
terrifying old white men. And they’re all played by the same actress. Every single character. 
I’m not exaggerating. Okay, I’m exaggerating. But there’s nothing wrong with Ocean Smack. 
It’s perfect.

Overall Rating: Yes. Five out of  five Glowing Balls of  Fire™ Official Rating Units. Go 
forth and use your Genetics final as an excuse to watch this clonetastic series.

Dry Ice Bucket Challenge

       In the past, many Reedies would have been shocked at the events of  last Friday, 
when CSOs executed ten Reed students in front of  the library by crushing them under 
the weight of  the Doyle Owl.  But in the new, post smoking-policy world, most students 
didn’t consider the brutal killings anything out of  the ordinary.

        “Is it dishonorable for CSOs to crush Reed students to death?” one Reedie said 
in an interview with Pamphlette representatives. “I guess so. But what do we expect? 
We killed our commitment to honor when we made it more difficult for students to be 
exposed to second-hand smoke. This is clearly the next logical step.”

        Another student agreed, saying that to her, making it even slightly inconvenient for 
students to yellow their teeth and dramatically increase their chances of  complications 
like lung cancer later in life was “literally the same as murdering students by smashing 
their bones with rocks.” The student left, saying “you didn’t complain about it when the 
smoking policy was implemented, so why are you complaining now?”

        The CSOs did allow one of  the students to speak before he was crushed to death 
by the Doyle Owl.  With his final breaths, he proclaimed that he was “proud...I am proud 
to die for the tobacco companies. Truly, they are deserving of  my time, money, and 
advocacy. They, unlike companies that use fossil fuels, are completely harmless. They are 
the real heroes.”  Following this, the CSOs lowered the Doyle Owl onto him. The student 
still had enough breath left to gasp “more weight,” causing a CSO to sit on the owl and 
finally crush him to death.

        Reed College remains an anomaly amongst American schools, many of  which 
have completely banned smoking from their campuses without an immediate spiral into 
violence and brutality.

We’ve all forgotten about what real freedom is.

Emma’s Media Review:
Clones Attack!
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Look at this fan art that’s not from the real show!


